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Happy Friday!
Last year, a bunch of you decorated postcards to cheer Joseph up
after his surgery to remove a fist-sized tumor from the base of his skull.
Thank you (again) for your well wishes. Your kind
thoughts and humor helped us get through a difficult time.

This month’s Derailleur is dedicated to
Ezra, a NY cyclist fighting colorectal
cancer. His friend megan kicked him out of his blog (fastboycycles.

com/teachingcancertocry) for a day to allow visitors a chance to write
something to cheer him up–thoughts which are now printed here.
(A copy of this issue is on its way to Ezra as you read this.)
Ezra rode an assless bike to and from cancer
treatments since his doctors said he couldn’t ride a bike with a
seat. How’s that for being hardcore?

The back cover is for you to cut off, decorate, and send to Ezra.

So, go sharpen your colored pencils and dig
out 27 cents of postage; let’s show Ezra

how much Chicago loves him!

Get out your hanky because what you’re about to read is
guaranteed to make you bawl your eyes out.
–willow P.S. If you want to contribute to The Derailleur (words,
ideas, art, etc.) write to me at TheDerailleur@gmail.com
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Information for Newcomers
What’s up with this “Happy Friday” thing? “Happy Friday” is the greeting of

choice for Chicago Critical Massers. It’s our way of wishing people along our rides
well. Help spread the love by saying this to everyone you see!

What is a “Chicago Holdup”? Occasionally, when riders move through

intersections, they spontaneously lift their bikes over their heads. This is called a “bike
lift” or “bike salute” in other parts of the world. It is a symbolic gesture to emphasize
our belief that bikes are superior to cars as a form of urban transportation.
There is safety in numbers–The concept of a Critical Mass is that there is safety in
numbers. Many of the places the Mass goes would be dangerous for inexperienced
cyclists so the Mass attempts to stay together. Sometimes this involves riding
through red lights or stop signs. Laws are generally obeyed, however, safety
always comes before the law. When the Mass becomes stretched or fragmented,
some drivers attempt to drive through the Mass. To avoid this, Massers can do the
following things:

Cork an intersection–Corking is when riders sit in front of cars to prevent them

from trying to drive through the Mass. Usually, more experienced riders cork, as it
can be a tense situation. If you see a fellow Masser corking, be sure to thank them
as you pass. Never block oncoming traffic; it doesn’t help us get anywhere and it
antagonizes drivers. Also, NEVER block emergency vehicles or train tracks.

“Mass up!”–Massing up can be frustrating and slow down the ride, however,

when the ride becomes thin, cars begin to break up the group, putting everyone at
risk. If you are at the front of the Mass and you hear, “MASS UP!”, stop at the
next light (even if it’s green) and wait at least two full light cycles before you
move forward again. If you’re in another part of the Mass and you hear, “MASS
UP!”, pass the call forward. For “critical mass” to be achieved, all riders need to
ride together as a unit.
To learn more or to get involved, go to chicagocriticalmass.org
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Back in December I noticed Ezra heading to Austin, TX
to learn to build frames from Whitney Moyer. Though
I had been watching his flickr photostream for months,
there were some planets aligning as his photos shifted
towards framebuilding. I had been wanting to build a
frame of my own and had been reading up and beginning
to learn brazing, but I lacked a workspace and time. As
I saw Ezra’s frames take shape I sent him an e-mail,
curious to see if he’d take me up on my offer for him to
build me a frame. I was a bit nervous as I knew that he
has the same passion and love for creating something
with his own hands that I do. The thought of him being
uninterested made me anxious. There’s a more and more
framebuilders out there every month and he’s the only
one I wanted to build it! After a handful of e-mails, we
were both excited about this idea and I would be Ezra’s
“first customer.” Several months down the road and I’ve
got an amazing machine that’s as fast as it is beautiful,
built by a man who I know would have taken the same
time and put the same love in to create it that I would.
The amount of passion, time, and love that Ezra puts
into his crafts cannot be measured through any tangible
means. Upon his journey into chemo and radiation,
Ezra has been publishing his path with us instead of
keeping private. I only hope that if I have to go through
something similar that I can muster the same strength
and openness that he has. Good luck Ez, you’re almost
there! –Mat
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Ezra Caldwell has taken on the truest form of grace under
pressure that I have ever witnessed. I’ve had the pleasure of
knowing him through his muse, Hillary, my wonderful sister.
The scope of his work (from restoring kitchens, building
furniture, taking photographs, customizing assless bikes, etc.)
could almost make you hate him!! Except that you never
could because he is just so good. Ezra is witty and smart but I
never truly knew who he was until I’ve seen how he has taken
on this cancer. His spirit never faltered and you can’t help
but wonder what makes Ezra so brave? Perhaps we’ll never
know; we can only hope that we could have his character
when our day comes. –Lauren Matthews
Your willingness to share yourself so fully, so openly, and
so publicly is truly inspirational. I know you’re going to
be okay. Like I said before, you already are okay. I know
that, should I be challenged by something similar, I’ll be
stronger knowing Ezra has blazed this road so powerfully.
–Noah Stone

Big hugs and best wishes to you, Ezra,
and thanks for all the great flickr photos
of Putney. Good people everywhere who
love pit bulls and fight prejudice thank
you for your generosity of spirit and your
artistic talent. As the Trek folk say, “Live
long and prosper!” –Luisa

What is Critical Mass?
Critical Mass is a bike ride, plain and simple. In Chicago, the ride takes
place on the last Friday of every month. Critical Mass is open to everyone
and it welcomes all riders to join in a celebration of riding bicycles.
A Critical Mass is created when the group of riders comes together for those
few hours to take back the streets of our city. The right of the people to
assemble is guaranteed in the Constitution and Critical Mass helps people
remember that right.
The Mass itself has no political agenda though; no more than the people
of any other community do. As with any community, you’ll see people of all
types. Some people see Critical Mass as a forum for grassroots political
change. Other people see it as a protest against cars. Yet other people just
like to ride. The Mass, however, is just that–a bunch of bike riders. You can
drive a car the whole month and ride in the Mass. You can be an anarchist
and ride in the Mass. The point of the Mass is the Mass, nothing more.
Critical Mass has no leadership. It is a ride where no one is in charge. At
any time riders are free to leave, stay, stop, or even help out. Everyone is
responsible for themselves and the Mass. Once you realize that, you’re
free to enjoy the exhilaration of a large bike ride. It’s quite a feeling to be
parading down Michigan Avenue with thousands of fellow riders, wishing
pedestrians and drivers a “Happy Friday!”
Chicago Critical Mass is part of a worldwide Critical Mass community. If you
love bikes and you want to show others how you feel about cycling, come
join us!
–chicagocriticalmass.org
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Ezzy was my babysitter when i was young enough to take baths naked. I
found him again through his photographs online, and though we haven’t
technically reconnected, I am following his story and hoping for him,
along with everyone from our hometown.

Ezra can hurl his body backwards in the air as if reeled in by line
and hook, turn himself to viscous liquid, and land in a puddle on
the floor. –David Thurston

Keep pedaling, Ezra! Itís like a race, and
weíre all cheering you on! ñBob Kastigar

You inspire me. You bring me back to the moment. To
your health. Peace. –Marianne

I was first introduced to Ez through Fast Boy Fenders. I
couldn’t believe that someone could be so inventive in using
their craft. When I was ready to purchase, I saw that he was
only offering them on completed bikes that he was now
building. The choice was simple–I had to have one of his
bikes to get the fenders, of course. So the process began and
at almost the same time he was diagnosed with colon cancer.
Through the many e-mails we have exchanged, I have come
to know Ez as compassionate in what he does, thoughtful
and loving in his personal relationships, and, from what he
shares in his blog and photos in flickr, a fierce, fierce friend.
I had come to know this to be a truth among the cycling
community. Ez seems to have his own way of tweaking it
and making it his own. Whatever comes out of this journey
he is on, it is because of his character and his life values that
he has an army of people supporting him. I think one photo
and the title/caption explains how positive Ez is in life:
How on Earth do you cut your ear while shaving?/Well, son, it’s
complicated. First you gotta get ass cancer. We would all be in a
better place in the world if we saw life through Ezra’s eyes. I
have never even met him. –B. Bloomington/Normal, IL
12

Cancer will never, ever get better
ass than Ezra. –Valancy Jane
it’s a miracle that i met ezra and we became such
good friends. texas to NYC is a long way. i’m thankful
for his courage to share and encourage so many of us
through his journey with ass cancer. i adore his humor
and his humanness, his strength and his humbleness, and
i am inspired by his creativity in all aspects of his life. his
enthusiasm for life and for others. thanks ez. thanks hillary
and putney. i wish you everything good. –megan rucker

Ezra has been an inspiration to me. He is an artist who
demonstrates his talent by sharing it, communicating through
his medium, be it the fast boy cycles outlet or the photography
on flickr...It was a good couple years ago when I first clicked on
that contact link to keep up with the images he has posted, the
glorious shots of bicycles and Putney. Now, through this saga of
his battle with cancer, his amazing passion shines through and
his inspiration really becomes remarkably touching. I’ve never
met Ezra, but I hope someday our paths cross and I can shake
his hand and say thank you. Heddwch. –GeWilli
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I know somebody else who
has a custom built bike
with no seat...He rides
Ragbrai on it every year...
Maybe [Ezra] would like
to see that he’s not the
only person who rides
a bike without a seat. I
don’t know. Maybe our
friends would like to see it.
Anyway, the rider I know
is called Dean Mathias...I
don’t think he has cancer,
but he sure has great legs.
–Kathy Schubert
What an inspiration
you are, Ezra! I can’t
imagine what you are
going through but
checking and reading
your blog is something I
do before I start my day.
It has been very funny,
incredibly moving and,
above all, an education.
I wish you all the best
for your future. –Kirsty
(from Southampton,
England)

ezra’s a warrior. and a helluva builder. but
y’all knew that.
–bob phillips
I lived only a few blocks south of Ezra for years. I followed him on flickr
before I finally ran into him in real life. “Are you Ezra?” “Yes.” “I know
you from flickr.” (OMG I sound like a stalker.) He immediately invited
me in and we talked bikes for about an hour while I scratched Putney’s
head. This was just as I was getting into bikes. Ezra’s infectious
enthusiasm has stuck with me over the years. I’ve since moved away
from our neighborhood to Philly, and whenever I help a neighborhood
kid with fixing his bike I think of Ezra. –Chris Matta

ezra’s ability to face this trial with creativeness and
courage, then to verbalize it for us, is powerful in its
ability to teach us all that a cancer diagnosis does not
have to be a death sentence. –oskar milde
Never met you Ezra but your bikes are beautiful.
Learned about your work from The Cleanest Line.
Stay strong and kick that cancer’s ass. –Free

I met Ezra in 2005 when I was searching for a dance teacher
in NYC. Once I found him, I knew I was in it for the longterm, even if his class kicked my ass across town and back
then and in every class thereafter. His energy and humor is
that infectious and inspiring. –Missy Schwartz
6
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I have never met Ezra but happened upon his site on
flickr a while back and was struck not only with his
photographs, but more with his willingness to open his
life to others. To be able to write, photograph, and
create is a measure of artistry, but the ability to share
that life and involve strangers is a real measure of
humanity, and, possibly even greatness. –Charles Boyd

Ezra, you kick ass for riding a seatless bike to and from cancer
treatments. Get well soon! –willow
Shortly after we started Urban Velo we learned of
Ezra. One of his friends contributed a wonderful
little story about the “wiry little guy with a stable of
bikes, an inviting smile and a wrench.” In the coming
months Ezra selflessly contributed his photography
to us and, more importantly, his encouragement.
The man has a certain energy about him and when
we finally got to meet Ezra in person we were all
overwhelmed by his positivity, his talent, and his
generosity. Shortly after our trip to NYC we learned
of Ezra’s condition and we all shared a profound
feeling of sadness. But we all have a great deal of
hope for him. If anyone has the karma and charisma
to beat cancer, it’s Ezra. We’re all pulling for you,
man. –Jeff Guerrero, Brad Quartuccio, Tim Z, Torch,
and all your friends and admirers from the Urban
Velo community

I know that anyone as creative as you will take care of
this in no time. Love, Nora Gallagher (from Patagonia)

ÏÇ¶½¶È»ÄÊÃ¹¶ÈÉÇºÃ¼É½É½¶ÉÂÄÈÉÅºÄÅÁºÃºËºÇĲÃ¹
in the most harrowing of times. He has shared with us
his ups and downs during this. I only hope that we have
provided some level of support to show that he is not
alone and, even if you have never met someone, they can
care about your life. ñWes Wright

To be honest, the first thing that caught my eye
about your pictures was your beautiful dog. Now I
stay for your beautiful, although heart wrenching,
story. –Rachel Brandt
How do you thank someone you never met? I stumbled onto
your blog by accident and it has changed my view of life. First
off, I’m never too tired for a ride after work, I have become more
productive at home as well as the workplace, and I now take
time for the little things. I just keep telling myself, “Ezra is going
through cancer treatment and still does more in most days than
you get done all week.” So, from the bottom of my heart, “Thank
you.” –Mike Heinlein
Ezra– I don’t know what to say except, when willow says, “jump,” I say, “how high?” I send good
wishes your way and strength for your journey...It sounds like you’re surrounded by friends and good
spirits...What more could you need, really, no matter what the state of your health? –Cheryl

This Ezra guy is pretty amazing. I stumbled on his life through his stunning photography
on flickr and have been following his progression from a dance instructor, to a fenderbuilder, to a master bike-builder, and now, a cancer-ass-kicker. We have exchanged a
couple of e-mails over the years about surgeries and bikes. Even though we’ve never
met, he seems like the kind of guy who would let you crash at his place if ever you
visited New York. He’s a great fighter, and my wife and I wish him all the best. –Trevor
Friesen
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How do you thank someone you never met? I stumbled onto
your blog by accident and it has changed my view of life. First
off, I’m never too tired for a ride after work, I have become more
productive at home as well as the workplace, and I now take
time for the little things. I just keep telling myself, “Ezra is going
through cancer treatment and still does more in most days than
you get done all week.” So, from the bottom of my heart, “Thank
you.” –Mike Heinlein
Ezra– I don’t know what to say except, when willow says, “jump,” I say, “how high?” I send good
wishes your way and strength for your journey...It sounds like you’re surrounded by friends and good
spirits...What more could you need, really, no matter what the state of your health? –Cheryl

This Ezra guy is pretty amazing. I stumbled on his life through his stunning photography
on flickr and have been following his progression from a dance instructor, to a fenderbuilder, to a master bike-builder, and now, a cancer-ass-kicker. We have exchanged a
couple of e-mails over the years about surgeries and bikes. Even though we’ve never
met, he seems like the kind of guy who would let you crash at his place if ever you
visited New York. He’s a great fighter, and my wife and I wish him all the best. –Trevor
Friesen
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i can’t express in words how much this blog has touched me. i haven’t had
the courage to send a message to ezra because i feel like i’ll never get
across to him what he’s gotten across to me when i read about his journey.
i can honestly say he’s helped me realize that when life knocks you down
it’s ok, but know that we have it in us to get back up and take it again and
again. hopefully, i’ll be able to do it as beautifully as ezra has. –meg

Thinking of Ezra riding the assless wonder helps
me to take myself a little less seriously, while also
helping me to take my life a little more seriously.
With a little alteration of his motto, I now begin
my days with, “Fuck adversity, I’m Jared!”
–Jared Ferguson

Ezra is a unique fellow. I’ve had the pleasure of riding with
him, talking with him, and enjoying his company. He is
Good Times™ personified. –Naz Hamid

Forza!!! –Andrea Zucchini
I don’t remember how I found your blog, but from that day it’s the first
thing I read in the morning. I live in Italy but with my head I’m near to you
fighting. :) Never give up! –Simone
Ezra, my man. As you seem to be so good at doing, you’ve taken the
materials that life has given you (Ass cancer. What a bastard of a
hand.) and turned it into something beautiful. The blog is amazing, but
more than that it’s been an inspiration to see you tackle the impossible
every morning with your coffee, Putney, and the amazing Hillary. It
almost feels to me like this whole experience has been a refining fire
for your soul, and you’ve managed to emerge more Ezra than ever. But
I really, really, REALLY hope you never go diving through that fire
again. Tons of love from your friend and brother. –Thad
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The horrors of the cancer and pain of the treatments juxtaposed
with the sweet imaginativeness of the assless bike, your zesty
spirit, and all the great photos - what a log! Late at night here in
New Mexico I log on and follow your journey. I feel like I know
you, Hillary, Putney, NYC, the bikey guys, and all the other
zany players out there. THANK YOU for giving me perspective
on my life and what really matters. I’m rooting for you!
–Jill Gatwood
I first came across Ezra’s photography on flickr thanks to Putney showing up next to a photo
of my pit bull in a group. I visited his flickr stream and was instantly hooked. Beautiful NYC,
beautiful Putney, beautiful bikes, beautiful Nova Scotia, and beautiful Hillary. And when
captured on film they are all even better. While it may seem weird for a complete stranger to
comment, all I can say is: Ezra inspires. –Ericka Bailie-Byrne
ezra, kick some cancer ass, man. i’ve been a fan (yes, FAN) of your flickr page since
i came across it a couple of years ago, and while i’d never contacted you before,
i feel like i know you through those pictures. one of my best friends is a cancer
survivor too, and we just want to wish you the best. ride on! –willy chen
Thank you for sharing your life, your bikes, and your pictures. All are very cool. Now kill that fucking
cancer! –Ian

I had no idea that when I made the decision to have Ezra build me a bike that at
the end of its completion the thing that I would be left with would be so much more.
I wouldn’t say I know him, but from the communication necessary to create the
most beautiful possession I have and what I have read from following his battle
with cancer, he gives me something to aspire to. Ezra, thanks for sharing what you
have been dealing with. –David Rosenthall

Ezra, We don’t know each other, but I have been following your
blog for the past month. Congrats on getting through the hard
part; I wish you all the best. Chronicling your experiences has
really put things into perspective in my life. I hope more people
are able to read it. Fuck Cancer!! –Brian Miller
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